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Abstra t
This paper introdu es a new representation for Boolean fun tions, alled de ision lists,
and shows that they are eÆ iently learnable from examples. More pre isely, this result
is established for \k-DL" { the set of de ision lists with onjun tive lauses of size k at
ea h de ision. Sin e k-DL properly in ludes other well-known te hniques for representing
Boolean fun tions su h as k-CNF (formulae in onjun tive normal form with at most k
literals per lause), k-DNF (formulae in disjun tive normal form with at most k literals
per term), and de ision trees of depth k, our result stri tly in reases the set of fun tions
whi h are known to be polynomially learnable, in the sense of Valiant (1984). Our proof is
onstru tive: we present an algorithm whi h an eÆ iently onstru t an element of k-DL
onsistent with a given set of examples, if one exists.
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1 Introdu tion
One goal of resear h in \ma hine learning" is to identify the largest possible lass of on epts
whi h are learnable from examples.
In this paper we restri t our attention to on epts whi h an be de ned in terms of a given
set of n Boolean attributes; ea h assignment of true or false to the attributes an be lassi ed
as either a positive or a negative instan e of the on ept to be learned.
To make pre ise the notion of \learnable from examples", we adopt the de nition of polynomial learnability pioneered by Valiant (1984) and studied by a number of authors (e.g., Blumer,
Ehrenfeu ht, Haussler, & Warmuth 1986, 1987). In this model a on ept to be learned is rst
sele ted arbitrarily from a prespe i ed lass F of on epts. Then, a learning algorithm may
request a number of positive and negative examples of the unknown on ept. These examples
are drawn at random a ording to xed but unknown probability distributions. 1 The learning
algorithm then produ es an answer { its hypothesis about the identity of the on ept being
learned. If the learning algorithm needs relatively few examples and relatively little running
time in order to produ e a hypothesis from F whi h is likely to be \ lose" to the orre t answer, then the prespe i ed lass of on epts is said to be polynomially learnable. (We make this
notion more pre ise later.)
A number of lasses of on epts are already known to be polynomially learnable. For
example, Valiant (1984) has shown that k-CNF (the lass of Boolean formulae in onjun tive
normal form with at most k literals per lause) is polynomially learnable.
It is also known that ertain lasses of on epts are not polynomially learnable, unless
P = NP . For example, Kearns, Li, Pitt and Valiant (1987) show that Boolean threshold
formulae and k-term-DNF (Boolean formulae in disjun tive normal form with k terms) for
k  2 are not polynomially learnable, unless P = NP .
It is a somewhat surprising fa t, however, that it is possible for a lass F whi h is not
polynomially learnable to be a subset of a lass F 0 whi h is polynomially learnable. That is,
enlarging the set of on epts may make learning easier, rather than harder. The reason is that
it may be easier for the learning algorithm to produ e a nearly orre t answer from a ri h set
of alternatives than from a sparse set of possibilities. This paper provides another illustration
of this fa t.
The paper introdu es the notion of a de ision list and shows that k-DL | the set of de ision
lists with onjun tive lauses of size at most k at ea h de ision | is polynomially learnable.
This provides a stri t enlargement of the fun tions known to be polynomially learnable: we
show that k-DL generalizes the notions of k-CNF, k-DNF, and depth-k de ision trees.
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sin e the results do not depend upon

2 De nitions
2.1 Attributes (Boolean Variables)
It is ommon in the ma hine learning literature to onsider on epts de ned on a set of obje ts, where the obje ts are des ribed in terms of a set of attribute-value pairs. We adopt this
onvention here, with the understanding that ea h attribute is Boolean { its asso iated value
will be either true or false. We assume that there are n Boolean attributes (or variables) to
be onsidered, and we denote the set of su h variables as Vn = fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn g. Of ourse, in
a parti ular learning situation, ea h variable will have a preassigned meaning. For example, if
n = 3, x1 might denote \heavy", x2 might denote \red", and x3 might denote \edible". We
assume that the given set of attributes is suÆ ient to pre isely de ne the on epts of interest.

2.2 Obje t Des riptions (Assignments)
As is ommon in omputer s ien e, we identify true with 1, and false with 0.
An assignment is a mapping from Vn to f0; 1g: an assignment gives (or assigns) ea h variable
in Vn a value { either 1 (true) or 0 (false). We may also think of an assignment as a binary
string of length n whose i-th bit is the value of xi for that assignment. We let Xn denote the
set f0; 1gn of all binary strings of length n.
We may think of an assignment as a des ription of an obje t. For example, if n = 3 the
assignment 011 (i.e. x1 = 0, x2 = 1, and x3 = 1) might des ribe a non-heavy, red, edible obje t.

2.3 Representations of Con epts (Boolean Formulae)
Boolean formulae are often used as representations for on epts. This se tion reviews the
de nitions of some ommon lasses of Boolean formulae.
A Boolean formula an be interpreted as a mapping from obje ts (assignments) into f0; 1g.
If the formula is 1 (true) for an obje t, we say that the obje t is a positive example of the
on ept represented by the formula; otherwise we say that it is a negative example.
The simplest Boolean formula is just a single variable.
Ea h variable xi is asso iated with two literals: xi itself and its negation xi . An assignment naturally assigns a value to xi : xi = 0 if xi = 1, otherwise xi = 1. We let
Ln = fx1 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn ; xn g denote the set of 2n literals asso iated with variables in Vn .
A term is a onjun tion (\and") of literals and a lause is a disjun tion (\or") of literals. The
truth of a term or lause at an assignment is a simple fun tion of the truth of its onstituents.
For example, the term x1 x3 x4 is true if and only if x3 is false, and both x1 and x4 are true.
Similarly, the disjun tion (x2 _ x3 _ x5 ) is true if and only if x2 is false or either of x3 or x5 is
true.
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The size of a term or lause is the number of its literals. We let true be the unique term of
size 0, and false be the unique lause of size 0.
We let Ckn denote the set of all terms (Conjun tions) of size at most k with literals drawn
from Ln . Similarly, we let Dkn denote the set of all lauses (Disjun tions) of size at most k with
literals drawn from Ln . Thus
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for any xed k, Ckn and Dkn have sizes whi h are polynomial fun tions of n.
A boolean formula is in onjun tive normal form (CNF) if it is the onjun tion (\and") of
lauses. We de ne k-CNF to be the set of boolean formulae in onjun tive normal form where
ea h lause ontains at most k literals. For example, the following formula is in 3-CNF:
(x1 _ x4 _ x5 )(x2 _ x3 )(x4 _ x6 )(x7 ):
Similarly, a boolean formula is in disjun tive normal form (DNF) if it is the disjun tion
(\or") of terms. We de ne k-DNF to be the set of boolean formulae in disjun tive normal form
where ea h term ontains at most k literals. For example, the following formula is in 2-DNF:
x1 x3 _ x1 x4 _ x3 _ x2 x7 :

We de ne k-term-DNF to be the set of all boolean formulae in disjun tive normal form
ontaining at most k terms, and k- lause-CNF to be the set of boolean formulae in onjun tive
normal form with at most k lauses. (The previous examples were from 4- lause-CNF and
4-term-DNF, respe tively.)
Extending our de nition of size for terms and lauses, we de ne the size of a Boolean formula
to be the number of literals it ontains.
Ea h Boolean formula de nes a orresponding Boolean fun tion from Xn to f0; 1g in a
natural manner. In general, we do not distinguish between formulae and the Boolean fun tions
they represent. That is, we may inter hangeably view a formula as a synta ti obje t (so that we
might onsider its size) or a Boolean fun tion (so that we may onsider its value at a parti ular
point x 2 Xn ).
The four lasses of fun tions de ned above (k-CNF, k-DNF, k- lause-CNF, and k-termDNF) are not independent, as we now show.
By duality (DeMorgan's Rules) k-DNF is the set of negations of fun tions in k-CNF. For
example, the negation of the 2-CNF formula:
(x1 _ x2 )(x3 _ x4 )(x5 )
is the 2-DNF formula:

x1 x2 _ x3 x4 _ x5

4

Similarly, k-term-DNF is the set of negations of fun tions in k- lause-CNF.
Also, by distributivity, k-term-DNF is a subset of k-CNF. For example, we an rewrite the
3-term-DNF formula:
x1 x2 _ x3 x4 _ x5
as the 3-CNF formula:
(x1 _ x3 _ x5 )(x1 _ x4 _ x5 )(x2 _ x3 _ x5 )(x2 _ x4 _ x5 )
Similarly, k- lause-CNF is a subset of k-DNF.

2.4 De ision Trees
Another useful way to represent a on ept is as a de ision tree.
A de ision tree is a binary tree where ea h internal node is labelled with a variable, and
ea h leaf is labelled with 0 or 1. The depth of a de ision tree is the length of the longest path
from the root to a leaf.
Ea h de ision tree de nes a boolean fun tion as follows. An assignment determines a unique
path from the root to a leaf: at ea h internal node the left (respe tively right) edge to a hild
is taken if the variable named at that internal node is 0 (respe tively 1) in the assignment. The
value of the fun tion at the assignment is the value at the leaf rea hed.
Figure 1 shows an example of a de ision tree of depth 3; the on ept so de ned is equivalent
to the Boolean formula:
x1 x3 _ x1 x2 x4 _ x1 x2 :
We let k-DT denote the set of Boolean fun tions de ned by de ision trees of depth at most
k.

2.5 Other Notation
When we wish to emphasize the number of variables upon whi h a lass of fun tions depends, we
will indi ate this in parentheses after the lass name, as in k-CNF(n), k-DNF(n), or k-DT(n).
We use lg(n) to denote the base-2 logarithm of n, and ln(n) to denote the natural logarithm
of n.
We may denote a fun tion of one argument as f (), a fun tion of two arguments as f (; ),
and so on.

2.6 De ision Lists
We now introdu e a new te hnique for representing on epts: de ision lists. De ision lists are a
stri t generalization of the on ept representation te hniques des ribed in the previous se tion.
And they are, as we shall see, easy to learn from examples.
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Figure 1: A De ision Tree
A de ision list is a list L of pairs
(f1 ; v1 ); : : : ; (fr ; vr )

(1)

where ea h fj is a term in Ckn , ea h vi is a value in f0; 1g, and the last fun tion fr is the onstant
fun tion true.
A de ision list L de nes a boolean fun tion as follows: for any assignment x 2 Xn , L(x) is
de ned to be equal to vj where j is the least index su h that fj (x) = 1. (Su h an item always
exists, sin e the last fun tion is always true.)
We may think of a de ision list as an extended \if { then { elseif { . . . else {" rule.
Or we may think of a de ision list as de ning a on ept by giving the general pattern with
ex eptions. The ex eptions orrespond to the early items in the de ision list, whereas the more
general patterns orrespond to the later items.
For example, onsider the de ision list
(x1 x3 ; 0); (x1 x2 x5 ; 1); (x3 x4 ; 1); (true; 0)
whi h has the truth table given in Table 1.
2

2

(2)

For example, L(0; 0; 0; 0; 1) = 1; this value is

The format of this table is that of a standard Karnaugh map as used in logi al design; three of the input

variables are used to sele t the row, and the remaining two variables are used to sele t the
value.
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olumn, of the desired

x1 x2 x3
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

x4 x5
00 01 10 11
1
1 (0) (0)
(0) (0) (0) (0)
1
1 (0) 1
(0) 1 (0) 1
0
0
0
0
(0) (0) (0) (0)
0
0
0
0
(0) (0) (0) (0)

Table 1: Truth table for example de ision list fun tion
spe i ed by the third pair in the de ision list. The zeros in parentheses indi ate the positions
lled by the last (default) item.
This de ision list may also be diagrammed as in Figure 2. (No de ision box is given for the
last item, sin e it is always true.)
We remark that de ision lists always form a \linear" sequen e of de isions; the \true"
bran h of a de ision always points to either 1 or 0, never to another de ision node. Compared
to de ision trees, de ision lists have a simpler stru ture, but the omplexity of the de isions
allowed at a node is greater.
We let k-DL denote the set of all boolean fun tions de ned by de ision lists, where ea h
fun tion in the list is a term of size at most k. As k in reases, the set k-DL be omes in reasingly
expressive.
We note that { unlike k-DNF or k-CNF { k-DL is losed under omplementation (negation):
if f is in k-DL, then so is the omplement of f . The proof is trivial: merely negate the se ond
element of ea h pair in the de ision list, or { equivalently { hange all the 1's to 0's and vi e-versa
in the leaves of the de ision list.
The items of a de ision lists are essentially the same as \produ tion rules" studied by many
people. For example, Quinlan (1986b) has examined produ tion rules as a means of simplifying
de ision trees. One may think of \de ision lists" as a \linearly ordered" set of produ tion rules.

3 Relationship of de ision lists to other lasses of fun tions
In this se tion we prove that de ision lists are more expressive than the other forms of on ept
representation dis ussed in se tion 2.
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Figure 2: Diagram of de ision list orresponding to Table 1.
We rst examine the relationship of k-DL to k-CNF and k-DNF. We see that the sequential
\if { then { else" ombinator used to onstru t de ision lists is more powerful than the
asso iative and ommutative _ and ^ operators.

3.1 De ision Lists generalize k-CNF and k-DNF Formulae
Theorem 1

For 0 < k < n, k-CNF(n) and k-DNF(n) are proper subsets of k-DL(n).

To see that k-DNF is a subset of k-DL, observe that we an easily transform a given
formula in k-DNF into a de ision list representing the same fun tion. Ea h term of a DNF
formula is onverted into an item of a de ision list with value 1. For example, the term x1 x2
would yield the item (x1 x2 ; 1). The last (default) item of the de ision list has the value 0.
To see that k-CNF is a subset of k-DL, re all that every k-CNF formula is the omplement
of some k-DNF formula, and that k-DL is losed under omplementation.
The subset relations are proper, sin e neither k-CNF nor k-DNF is a subset of the other if
0 < k < n.
Proof:

Corollary 1

DL(n).

For 0 < k < n, k- lause-CNF(n) and k-term-DNF(n) are proper subsets of k-

This follows from the previous theorem and the previously noted fa ts that k- lauseCNF(n) is a subset of k-DNF(n), and that k-term-DNF(n) is a subset of k-CNF(n).

Proof:
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We an strengthen the above result to show that not only is k-DL a generalization of k-CNF
and k-DNF; it is also a generalization of their union (i.e. the set of fun tions whi h have either
a k-CNF representation or a k-DNF representation) for n > 2.
Theorem 2

For 0 < k < n and n > 2, (k-CNF(n)

S k-DNF(n)) is a proper subset of k-DL(n).

Our proof makes essential use of the notion of the prime impli ants of a Boolean
fun tion f . An impli ant of f is any term whi h logi ally implies f . A prime impli ant is an
impli ant all of whose literals are essential: if any literal is dropped it is no longer an impli ant.
For example, for the fun tion represented by Table 1, x1 x3 x4 is a prime impli ant. We will
also use the fa t that if a fun tion f has a prime impli ant of size t, then f has no k-DNF
representation if k < t. It follows from this that if the negation of a fun tion f has a prime
impli ant of size t, then f has no k-CNF representation if k < t.
We break our proof into the ases k = 1 and 1 < k < n.
For k = 1, we laim that
the following de ision list from 1-DL(n) represents a fun tion f
S
whi h is not in 1-CNF(n) 1-DNF(n):
Proof:

(x1 ; 0); (x2 ; 1); (x3 ; 1); (true; 0):

(3)

To see that f is not in 1-DNF(n), note that x1 x2 is a prime impli ant of f . Similarly, to see
that f is not in 1-CNF(n); note that x2 x3 is a prime impli ant of the negation of f .
For 1 < k < n, we onsider the de ision list:
(x1 xk+1 ; 1); (x1 xk+1 ; 0); (x1  x2      xk ; 1)(true; 0):

(4)

This is not a proper de ision list a ording to our de nition, sin e the third item does not
have a term as its rst part, but rather the \ex lusive-or" of x1 ; : : : ; xk , where \" denotes the
\ex lusive-or" (mod 2 addition) operator. However, it is simple to onvert the fun tion into
a proper k-DL representation, sin e we are only taking the ex lusive or of k variables. The
onversion would involve repla ing the third item above with a sequen e of 2k 1 items whose
rst parts are all possible terms of length k involving variables x1 ; : : : ; xk having an odd number
of unnegated variables, and whose se ond parts are always 1.
The fun tion f represented above has the prime impli ant
x1 x2 x3    xk xk+1;

(5)

so that it has no k-DNF representation. Similarly, its negation f has the prime impli ant
x1 x2 x3    xk xk+1;

so that f has no k-CNF representation either.
9

(6)

3.2 De ision Lists generalize De ision Trees
Theorem 3
Proof:

k-DT(n) is a proper subset of k-DL(n), for 0 < k < n.

By theorem 1 it suÆ es to observe that
k-DT(n)  k-DNF(n);

(7)

sin e one an reate a k-DNF(n) formula equivalent to a given de ision tree in k-DT(n) by
reating one term for ea h leaf labelled with \1". One ould also reate a k-CNF(n) formula
equivalent to the given tree by reating one lause for ea h leaf labelled with \0"; this additional
fa t suÆ es to prove that k-DT(n)  k-CNF(n) \ k-DNF(n).

4 Polynomial Learnability
We are interested in algorithms for learning on epts from examples, where the notion of \ onept" is identi ed with that of \Boolean fun tion". In this se tion we review the notion of the
\polynomial learnability" of a lass of on epts, as pioneered by Valiant (1984).

4.1 Examples and Samples
An example is a des ription of an obje t, together with its lassi ation as either a positive or
a negative instan e of the on ept f being learned. More formally, an example of f is a pair
(x; v) where x is an assignment and v 2 f0; 1g. The example is onsidered to be a positive
example if v = 1, and a negative example otherwise.
We will be interested in learning algorithms whi h produ e as answers Boolean fun tions
whi h do not ontradi t any of the given training data; in this ase we say that the answer
produ ed is onsistent with the training data. More formally, we say that a boolean fun tion f
is onsistent with an example (x; v) if f (x) = v.
A sample is a set of examples. We say that a fun tion is onsistent with a sample if it is
onsistent with ea h example in the sample. If f is a Boolean fun tion, then a sample of f is
any sample onsistent with f .

4.2 Hypothesis Spa e

The learning algorithms we onsider will have a hypothesis spa e F { a set of on epts whi h
ontains the on ept being learned. The goal of the learning algorithm is to learn whi h on ept
in F is a tually being used to lassify the examples it has seen.
We partition the hypothesis spa e F a ording to the number n of variables upon whi h
the on ept depends. Typi ally the learning algorithm will be told at the beginning that the
10

on ept to be learned depends on a given set Vn of variables.S Let Fn denote the subset of F
whi h depends on Vn , for any integer n  1, so that F = 1
n=1 Fn . (We assume that ea h
fun tion in F depends on a nite set of variables.)
Of ourse, the diÆ ulty of learning a on ept that has been sele ted from Fn will depend
on the size jFn j of Fn . We let
n = lg(jFn j)
(8)
denote the logarithm of the size of Fn ; this may be viewed as the number of bits needed to
write down an arbitrary element of Fn , using an optimal en oding.
We are interested in hara terizing when a lass F of fun tions is \easily learnable from
examples". Clearly this is a hara teristi of the set F and not of any parti ular member of F ;
identifying any parti ular fun tion from examples would be trivial if there were no alternatives.

4.3 Dis ussion { Learnability from Examples

Informally, to say that a lass F of fun tions is \learnable from examples" is to say that there
exists a orresponding learning algorithm A su h that for any fun tion f in F , as A is given
more and more examples onsistent with f , A will onverge upon f as the fun tion it has
\learned" from the examples.
However, any lass F of Boolean fun tions is learly learnable from examples in prin iple,
sin e ea h fun tion f 2 Fn is de ned on a nite domain (the 2n assignments Xn ). The algorithm
A need only wait until it sees an example orresponding to ea h element of Xn ; then A knows
the omplete truth table for f .
Thus, the interesting question is not whether a lass F is learnable from examples, but
whether it is \easily" learnable from examples. This involves two aspe ts, sin e a learning
algorithm has two resour es available: examples and omputational time. We say that a learning
algorithm is e onomi al if it requires few examples to distinguish the orre t answer from other
alternatives, and say that it is eÆ ient if it requires little omputational e ort to identify the
orre t answer from a suÆ ient number of examples. We would like our learning algorithms to
be both e onomi al and eÆ ient.
We observe that ea h example provides at most one bit of information to the learning
algorithm. Sin e n bits are required to des ribe a typi al on ept in Fn , we see that any
learning algorithm will have to examine at least n examples on the average, if it is to make a
orre t identi ation.

4.4 Polynomial-Time Identi ability
Our rst formal notion of learnability is \polynomial-time identi ability", whi h aptures the
notion of eÆ ien y but not that of e onomy.
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We say that F is polynomial-time identi able if there exists an identi ation algorithm A
and a polynomial p(; m) su h that algorithm A, when given the integer n and a sample S
of size m, will produ e in time p(n ; m) a fun tion f 2 Fn onsistent with S (if one exists,
otherwise it will output \impossible").
To say that a set F is polynomial-time identi able is not ne essarily very interesting. For
example, the the lass DL of all de ision lists is learly polynomial-time identi able: it is easy
to onstru t a de ision list onsistent with a given sample of size m in time polynomial in
n and m, by turning ea h example into an item of the de ision list. These de ision lists are
uninteresting be ause they are as long as the data itself. A \good" identi ation pro edure
should produ e an answer whi h is onsiderably shorter than the data, if possible. Answers
whi h are not short may be poor predi tors for future data (see Pearl, 1978 or Rissanen, 1978).

4.5 Polynomial Learnability
Valiant (1984) introdu ed a more elegant notion of learnability, whi h makes expli it the notion
that the on ept a quired by the learner should losely approximate the on ept being taught,
in this sense that the a quired on ept should perform well on new data. To do so, he presumed
the existen e of an arbitrary probability distribution Pn de ned on the set Xn ; the learning
algorithm's examples are drawn from Xn a ording to the probability distribution Pn . When it
has produ ed its answer f , one measures the quality of its answer by measuring the probability
that a new example drawn a ording to Pn will be in orre tly lassi ed by f .
To make this formal, we de ne the dis repan y f g between two fun tions f and g in Fn
as the probability (a ording to Pn ) that f and g di er:
f

g=

X

xjf (x)6=g(x)

Pn (x):

(9)

The dis repan y will always be a number between 0 and 1, in lusive. We also de ne the error
of a fun tion g to be f g, where f is the \ orre t" fun tion. A hypothesis g with error at most
 will in orre tly lassify at most a fra tion  of the obje ts drawn a ording to the probability
distribution Pn .
We would like our learning algorithm A to be able to produ e an answer whose error is less
than an arbitrary prespe i ed a ura y parameter . (Here 0 <   1.)
However, we an not expe t A to be suÆ iently a urate always, sin e it may su er from
\bad lu k" in drawing examples a ording to Pn . Thus, we will also supply A with a on den e
parameter Æ (here 0 < Æ  1), and require that the probability that A produ es an a urate
answer be at least 1 Æ.
Of ourse, as  and Æ approa h zero, we should expe t A to require more examples and
omputation time.
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We now make this formal. We say that a set of Boolean fun tions F is polynomially learnable
if there exists an algorithm A and a polynomial s(; ; ) su h that for all n, , and Æ, all probability
distributions Pn on Xn , and all fun tions f 2 Fn , A will with probability at least 1 Æ, when
given a sample of f of size m = s(n ; 1 ; 1Æ ) drawn a ording to Pn , output a g 2 Fn su h that
g f < . Furthermore, A's running time is polynomially bounded in n and m.
Thus, if F is polynomially learnable, then it is possible to get \ lose" to the right answer
in a reasonable amount of time, independent of the probability distribution that is used to
generate the examples. Here, as is only fair, the same probability distribution Pn that is used
to generate the examples is used to judge the error of the program's answer.
There are several variations on the above de nition in the literature. In Valiant's original
paper (1984), the probability distribution Pn was onstrained so that only positive examples
were shown to the learning algorithm. In other papers (e.g. Kearns et. al., 1987), the algorithm
may hoose whether it would like to see a positive example or a negative example. (In this
ase there are two unknown probability distributions, one for ea h type of example.) The
formulation we have adopted here, using a single probability distribution, is identi al to that
used by Blumer et. al. (1986, 1987). It is possible to prove that the model we use here is in
fa t formally equivalent to the two-distribution model used by Kearns et. al. (1987); we use the
single-distribution model be ause it is simpler.
A number of important lasses of Boolean fun tions have been proved to be polynomially
learnable. For example, Valiant (1984) proved that k-CNF is polynomially learnable from
positive examples only. It follows that k-DNF is also polynomially learnable (using an algorithm
that makes
use of the negative examples only). Pitt and Valiant (1986) have shown that kS
CNF k-DNF is polynomially learnable, but that k-term-DNF and k- lause-CNF are not
polynomially learnable unless P = NP . (To identify a k-term-DNF formula that is onsistent
with the examples is NP-hard in general, so the problem is eÆ ien y. However, sin e k-termDNF is a subset of k-CNF, it is easy to learn a k-CNF formula equivalent to the unknown
k-term-DNF formula. Enlarging the set of formulae helps.)

4.6 Proving Polynomial Learnability

Although proving that a lass F of formulae is polynomial learnability an be diÆ ult in general,
Blumer et. al. (1986, 1987) have developed some elegant methods for doing so.
They show how one an prove polynomial learnability by proving polynomial-time identi ability, if the lass F is polynomial-sized (i.e. if n = O(nt ) for some t).
For the reader's onvenien e we repeat a key theorem and its proof from Blumer et. al.
(1987).
Theorem 4

Given a fun tion f

2 Fn and a sample S of f
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of size m drawn a ording to Pn ,

the probability is at most

jFnj(1

that there exists a hypothesis g 2 Fn su h that




)m

the error of g is greater than , and
g is onsistent with S .

If g is a single hypothesis in Fn of error greater than , then the han e that g is
onsistent with a randomly drawn sample S of size m is less than (1 )m . Sin e Fn has jFn j
members, the han e that there exists any member of Fn satisying both onditions above is at
most jFn j(1 )m .
Sin e
1
1
m > (ln(jFn j) + ln( ))
(10)

Æ
implies that
jFn j(1 )m  Æ;
(11)
Proof:

if m satis es equation (10) the han e is less than Æ that a hypothesis in Fn whi h is onsistent
with S will turn out to have error greater than . Thus to a hieve the bounds in the de nition
of polynomial learnability, the learning algorithm need only examine enough examples (as given
by equation (10)), and then return any hypothesis onsistent with the sample. We note that
if F is polynomial-sized, then the bound of equation (10) is bounded by a polynomial in n, 1 ,
and 1Æ . Thus, if F is polynomial-sized and polynomial-time identi able, then it is polynomially
learnable in the sense of Valiant (see Blumer et. al. (1987) for a fuller dis ussion).
The previous theorem shows that polynomial-sized lasses of fun tions are e onomi ally
learnable, in the sense that after a polynomial number of examples are seen, any hypothesis onsistent with the observed data will be \ lose enough" to the orre t answer with high
probability. Furthermore, polynomial-time identi ability implies eÆ ient learnability: su h
a onsistent answer an be found qui kly. Together, these imply learnability in the sense of
Valiant.

5 k-DL is polynomially learnable
From the previous se tion we on lude that to prove that k-DL is polynomially learnable in the
sense of Valiant, it suÆ es to prove that k-DL is polynomial-sized and that it is polynomial-time
identi able. The following two subse tions provide these proofs.
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5.1 k-DL is polynomial-sized
To show that k-DL is polynomial-sized, we begin by noting that

jk-DL(n)j = O(3jCknj (jCknj)!):

(12)

This follows be ause ea h term in Ckn an either be missing, paired with 0, or paired with 1
in the de ision list, and the order of the elements of the de ision list is arbitrary. This implies
that
lg(jk-DL(n)j) = O(nt )
(13)
for some onstant t; i.e., k-DL is polynomial-sized. (Re all that lg(x) is the base-two logarithm
of x.)

5.2 k-DL is polynomially identi able
In this subse tion we show that a \greedy" algorithm works for onstru ting de ision lists
onsistent with a given set of data.
We begin with the trivial observation that if a fun tion is onsistent with a sample S , then
it is onsistent with any subset of S .
The algorithm pro eeds by identifying the elements of the de ision list in order. That is to
say, we may sele t as the rst element of the de ision list any element of Ckn  f0; 1g whi h is
onsistent with the given set of data..
The algorithm an then pro eed to delete from the given data set any data points whi h
are explained by the hosen element of the de ision list, and then to onstru t the remainder of
the de ision list in the same way to be onsistent with the remaining data points. Choosing a
parti ular fun tion in Ckn \doesn't hurt", in the sense that explaining a ertain subset of the data
points with this rst item doesn't prevent or interfere with the ability of the remaining elements
of Ckn to explain the remaining data points. If the original sample ould be represented by an
element of k-DL, then so an the remaining portion of the sample. Thus the greedy algorithm
will nd a fun tion k-DL onsistent with the sample if and only if su h a fun tion exists.
We now spe ify our algorithm more pre isely. Let S denote a non-empty input sample of
an unknown fun tion f 2 Fn , and let j denote an auxiliary variable whi h is initially 1.
1. If S is empty, halt.
2. Examine ea h term in Ckn in turn until a term t is found su h that all examples in S whi h
make t true are of the same type (i.e. all positive examples or all negative examples). If
no su h term an be found, report \The given sample S is not onsistent with any k-DL
fun tion." and halt. Otherwise pro eed to step 3.
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3. Let T denote those examples in S whi h make t true. Let v = 1 if T is a set of positive
examples; otherwise let v = 0. Output the item (t; v) as the j -th item of the de ision list
being onstru ted, and in rement j by one.
4. Set S to S

T , and return to step 1.

That this algorithm is polynomial-time is easily seen from the fa t that the size of Ckn is
polynomial in n (for xed k).
This ompletes our proof that k-DL is polynomial learnable.

5.3 Variations and Extensions
It is interesting to note that the proof here really only depends on the fa t that the size of Ckn
is polynomial in n; we ould repla e Ckn with any family of fun tions of polynomial size as long
as it is possible to evaluate the fun tions qui kly for any given example.
There is ertainly some exibility in step 2 of the algorithm whi h ould be used to advantage, in an attempt to yield a shortest possible de ision list. For example, one ould hoose
t so that it \explained" the largest number of examples (i.e. so that the orresponding set T
was as large as possible). This would be analogous to the strategy used by Quinlan's (1986a)
ID3 system for onstru ting de ision trees. However, it is NP-hard in general to ompute the
shortest de ision list onsistent with a given sample S ; this result an be derived from the
results of Masek (1976) or Kearns et. al. (1987).

6 Open Problems
We now des ribe four open problems regarding the learning of de ision lists.
Problem 1: Can the fun tions in k -DL an be learned from positive examples only, in the
sense of Pitt and Valiant (1986)? In this model the learning algorithm is not allowed to see
any negative examples; instead it has a ess to a supply of positive examples, drawn a ording
to the unknown probability distribution restri ted to the set of positive examples.
Problem 2: Can one devise an eÆ ient in remental (i.e. on-line) version of our algorithm for
learning fun tions in k-DL? In this model the algorithm re eives examples one at a time, and
after ea h example must produ e an updated hypothesis onsistent with all the examples seen
so far.
Problem 3: Can the fun tions in k -DL be learned eÆ iently when the supplied examples are
\noisy"? In this model the lassi ations of the given examples may be erroneous with some
small probability ; we may suppose that the algorithm is given as part of its input.
Problem 4: Can one learn fun tions in k -DL eÆ iently when the examples may only partially
des ribe an obje t? A partial assignment is a mapping from Vn to f0; 1; g where \" denotes
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\unspe i ed" or \unknown". Quinlan (1986a) has dis ussed this problem of \unknown attribute
values", as well as te hniques for oping with it when trying to learn a de ision tree. We may
also think of a partial assignment as a string in f0; 1; gn . A partial assignment is a partial
spe i ation of an obje t { some attributes are not spe i ed. A partial example is a partial
des ription of an obje t (i.e. a partial assignment), together with its lassi ation. More
formally, a partial example is a pair (x; v) where x is a partial assignment and v 2 f0; 1g. An
assignment x is said to be an extension of partial assignment y if xi = yi whenever yi 6= \*".
We say that f is onsistent with a partial example if f (y) = v for all assignments y whi h are
extensions of x.
We say that F is polynomial-time identi able from partial examples if the de nition of
polynomial identi ability holds even when S may ontain partial examples. Our previous
\greedy" algorithm does not apply in a straightforward way to learning from partial examples,
and we leave it as an open question as to whether k-DL is polynomial-time identi able from
partial examples.

7 Con lusions
We have presented a new lass of Boolean on epts { the lass k-DL: on epts representable
by de ision lists with a term of size at most k at ea h de ision. De ision lists are interpreted
sequentially, and the rst term in the de ision list that is satis ed by the input determines how
the input is to be lassi ed.
We have shown that de ision lists represents a stri t generalization of the lasses of boolean
fun tions previously known to be polynomial-time identi able from examples and polynomially
learnable in the sense of Valiant. In parti ular, k-DL generalizes the formula lasses k-CNF
and k-DNF, as well as de ision trees of depth k.
The algorithm for determining an element of k-DL onsistent with a given set of examples
is parti ularly simple; it is basi ally a \greedy" algorithm that onstru ts the de ision list one
element at a time until all of the examples have been a ounted for.
When learning a on ept in the lass k-DL, our algorithm will, with high probability, produ e
as output an answer that is approximately orre t; the running time is polynomial in the
number of input variables, the parameter k, and the inverses of the a ura y and on den e
levels desired.
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